C-33784S I&R Gas Mechanic C
Description:
Pay Group: 20
Location: Watertown
Supervisor: Dusten Wells
Unposting Date: 08/02/2022

About the Position: Under direct supervision to perform the most complex types of::







Construction, installation and repair work on gas transmission, regulating stations,and large gas meters, and to
operate the most complicated types of construction equipment.
Large gas meter investigations/set point modifications.
Regulation station investigations.
Perform Internal inspections and repairs of regulators, pilots, reliefs, filters, valves,and installation and repairs of
meters.
As proficiency increases, operate gas regulating stations and large gas meters.
Set point changes at regulation stations

Under general supervision, perform such duties as:




interpret SCADA/chart readings.
Assist employees in a lower classification and as proficiency increases to
perform work of progressively increasing variety and complexity.

Skills Sets: Skills to include operating knowledge of;




Gas regulating station (equipment, set points, configurations).
Pipelines (both transmission and distribution).
Large gas meters (proper meter and regulator sizing, delivery pressure requirements, troubleshooting).

Job Qualifications:






Must have completed satisfactory training as an l&R Gas Mechanic B
for a minimum of one year in accordance with the MOA, along with demonstrating their ability to operate i&R
tasks. Demonstrations can include hands-on and/or written evaluations.
Must have thorough knowledge of pressure systems (MAOPs, interconnections, Hilo valves, regulator set points)
including necessary valving, start-up and shutdown procedures, troubleshooting problems.
Must have Class A Commercial Drivers License.
Must have basic knowledge of instruments (Hiese, etc.).

NOTE: Evaluation of employee’s aptitude in this position meeting in increments and limited to initially, 3, 6 and 12 months,
annually from start of position. Evaluations will be based on a set of documented criteria. Employees who demonstrate
their aptitude for this work and establish a satisfactory record during at least three years of employment or equivalent in
accordance with the MOA, in this position will be eligible for bidding to the position of l&R Chief Gas Mechanic A.

Only bids received on or before the above close date will be given consideration. Email bids to
RecruitingNY@nationalgrid.com or fax bids to (315)401-7890.
Bidders seeking to be considered for posted positions have the responsibility to fully set forth their
qualifications on the job vacancy bid form. Candidates will be considered based on their seniority and the
information provided on, or attached to, the bid form. Candidates who choose to submit incomplete forms may
be deemed unqualified or ineligible for the posted position
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